Print & Apply

labeling made easy

Label-Aire, the world’s leading manufacturer of
pressure-sensitive labeling equipment for nearly
50 years, now makes pressure-sensitive labeling
easier than ever. With our New Generation
Technology, we now offer the industry’s easiest

Industry
Experience
• Automotive

set-up, troubleshooting and changeover, fastest
line-speeds, and most reliable operation. The
result? Lower operating costs and increased
productivity.

• Coupon/Promotional
• Direct Mail

Easy solutions for tough applications

• Electronics

No matter what your application, Label-Aire has the

• Food & Beverage

expertise to get the job done right–the first time.
With our New Generation Technology, we are able
to provide the industry’s broadest range of labeling
equipment–including print & apply and primary
applicators, rotary and inline systems–utilizing
different application methods, line speeds, and
custom designs.
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• CD/DVD

• Health & Beauty
• Petroleum/Chemical
• Pharmaceutical
• Supply Chain & Distribution
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Asia

Easy to do business with
Behind every Label-Aire machine stands the
industry’s most knowledgeable distributor network
and service team, working to keep your line
running. Our strategically located distributors are
staffed with factory–trained sales professionals and
service technicians ready to assist you–from sales
and installation to training and parts support.

Application
Technologies
• Pressure-sensitive labelers
• Print & apply labelers
• RFID labeling solutions
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Full Line

Print & Apply

Label-Aire® Printer Applicators keep your business
ahead of the competition.

labeling made easy

Our line of Printer Applicators delivers on its
promise of accuracy, reliability, and ease of
use. That translates into lower operating
costs and increased productivity keeping
your business many steps ahead of the
competition.

3138-NV

3138-NV DAT

3138-N 17" Powered Unwind

3138-NV Merge

Our workhorse printer applicator.

Tough and versatile.

Greater capacity, greater savings.

The wipe-on print & apply solution.

The workhorse 3138-NV is the ideal choice for the
most demanding applications. Advanced features
include automatic setup with multiple
programmable label pages for easy change-overs
to labels of different sizes, rate compensation for
improved label placement accuracy, and advanced
user-configurable I/O connectivity. These features
greatly simplify setup and change-overs. The
3138-NV’s rugged stainless steel and anodized
aluminum construction is corrosion resistant
providing long-lasting durability and
maintenance-free operation in the most hostile
environments. The tough 3138-NV is compatible
with any O.E.M. printer on the market.

The Model 3138-NV DAT Printer Applicator
showcases the latest in dual panel labeling.
Featuring Label-Aire’s the same New Generation
Technology as found in the standard 3138-NV, the
3138-NV DAT makes dual panel labeling easier. The
heavy duty dual action air cylinder tamp rotates 90°
across the conveyor to apply the first printed label.
The second straight line stroke extends applying the
second label onto the side panel. The 3138-NV Dual
Action Tamp is just as rugged as it is advanced and
user-friendly. Its tough stainless steel and anodized
aluminum construction is corrosion resistant for
long-term durability and maintenance-free operation
in the most hostile environments.

The Model 3138-N’s 17" (432 mm) Powered Unwind
configuration helps to significantly reduce downtime
making your business even more profitable. The
rugged 3138-N 17" Powered Unwind printer applicator
is every bit as advanced a workhorse as the standard
3138-N and has all the same key features such as
automatic setup with multiple programmable label
pages for easy change-overs to labels of different
sizes, rate compensation for improved label
placement accuracy, and advanced user-configurable
I/O connectivity. All these handy features greatly
simplify setup and change-overs. The increased roll
capacity of the large 17" (432 mm) powered unwind is
perfect for high-speed, heavy duty operation.

The 3138-NV Merge utilizes Label-Aire’s wipe-on
technology for fast, accurate, and versatile
labeling. Advanced features include automatic
setup with multiple programmable label pages for
easy change-overs to labels of different sizes, rate
compensation for improved label placement
accuracy, and advanced user-configurable I/O
connectivity. All these handy features greatly
simplify setup and change-overs. The 3138-NV
Merge is just as tough as it is advanced. Its rugged
stainless steel and anodized aluminum
construction is corrosion resistant providing
long-lasting durability and maintenance-free
operation in the most hostile environments.

Standard Label Dimensions:

Label Width: Up to 7.2" (183 mm)
Label Length: Up to 7" (178 mm)

Label Width: Up to 7.2" (183 mm)
Label Length: Up to 7" (178 mm)

Label Width: Up to 7.2" (183 mm)
Label Length: Up to 7" (178 mm)

Label Width: Up to 8.8" (224 mm)
Label Length: Up to 24" (610 mm)

Dispense Speed:

Up to 16" (406 mm) per second
depending on printer and label size

Up to 16" (406 mm) per second
depending on printer and label size

Up to 16" (406 mm) per second
depending on printer and label size

Up to 25" (635 mm) per second
depending on printer and label size

Label Dispense Accuracy:

Accurate up to +/- 1/32" (.8 mm)

Accurate up to +/- 1/32" (.8 mm)

Accurate up to +/- 1/32" (.8 mm)

Accurate up to +/- 1/32" (.8 mm)

Standard Features
Legend
Automatic setup
Advanced I/O
R3 digital display
Flash memory
Stepper rewind
Rate compensation
Heavy duty air cylinder
Multi-panel labeling
Split cover
Improved pneumatic panel
Redesigned electronic tray
Adjustable tamp assembly
Ambidextrous parts
RFID configurable

Options Legend
All OEM print engines
Label on pad detection
90° swing tamp
Checkpoint tag retrofit
17" powered unwind configuration

Printer Applicator

Dual Action Tamp Printer Applicator

Printer Applicator

Printer Applicator

Standard Features:

Options:
Consult factory for additional options.

